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In the last 20 years, industry has become more and more strict with regards to heat management.
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ADVANTAGES OF HEAT PIPES


Very high thermal conductivity. Less temperature difference needed to transport heat than
traditional materials (thermal conductivity up to 90 times greater than copper for the same
size) (Faghiri, 1995) resulting in low thermal resistance (Peterson,1994) and very long fin
length.



Power flattening. A constant condenser heat flux can be maintained while the evaporator
experiences variable heat fluxes. (Faghiri, 1995)



Efficient transport of concentrated heat. (Faghiri, 1995)



Temperature Control. The evaporator and condenser temperature can remain nearly
constant (at Tsat) while heat flux into the evaporator may vary (Faghiri, 1995) .



Geometry control. The condenser and evaporator can have different areas to fit variable
area spaces (Faghiri, 1995) . High heat flux inputs can be dissipated with low heat flux
outputs only using natural or forced convection (Peterson,1994)

http://www.1-act.com/hpphot.html
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(Peterson,1994).



Each limit has its own particular range in which it is important.
However, in practical operation, the capillary and boiling limits are the
most important. The figure below is an example of these ranges.

(Peterson,1994)

PULSATING HEAT PIPE: basic working principles
LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT
SINK

THERMALLY DRIVEN HEAT TRANSFER DEVICE
• Capillary tube evacuated and then filled with a
working fluid.
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• Alternation of VAPOUR PLUGS and
•LIQUID SLUGS.
• A zone where heat enters the device:
EVAPORATOR.
• A zone where heat goes out the device:
CONDENSER.
HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT
SOURCE

• An optional adiabatic zone between the
evaporator and the condenser.

PULSATING HEAT PIPE: benefits and drawbacks
BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS WITH RESPECT TO THE STANDARD HP TECHNOLOGY
ADVANTAGES
•
•
•
•

No wick structure.
Lower manufacturing costs
Higher flexibility
Ability to cover wider surfaces

DISADVANTAGES

• Lower heat fluxes.
• Performance is affected by geometry and boundary conditions (filling
ratio, internal diameter, number of turns, heat input level, inclination angle
with respect to gravity…).
• The governing physics is more complex:
it is rather difficult to develop a mathematical/numerical model.

THERMOSYPHON
Gravity driven
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Scan from Manual of Driving and
Maintenance for Mechanical Vehicles
(1937). Engine cooling entirely by
thermosiphon circulation

MISSION
1) Understanding the physics behind the behaviour of a HyHP
2) Increasing the Technological Readiness Level of a HyHP
3) Supporting and complement the ESA activities for an experiment on
the SpacePHP (HyHP) on the ISS

CONTEXT
The Heat Exchanger world market will be worth £16B by 2019, and Europe has always
been a major producer of heat exchangers. The market of Heat Pipe already had a value
of more than £0.6B in 2009, demonstrating faster growth (+5%/yr) mainly due to the
increasing attention of automotive sector.
The Space Sector is presently booming with many new private actors sharing a market
opportunity of 5B£ in 2020.
The thermal management of satellites represents about 15% of manufacturers'
business. It is therefore expected that the new technologies of two-phase thermal
systems for space applications and high power thermal control on the ground may have
a value of more than £1B by 2020.
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HyHP project could become a flagship for the integration of Energy Systems and Fluid
Dynamics and in particular for heat transfer research in the UK. The project
complements EPSRC national strategies: HyHP builds a scientific leadership in the field of
twophase thermal systems and heat pipes, moving knowledge, skills and scientists from
other countries to UK.

OBJECTIVES

1. An advanced numerical method for the simulation of oscillating
bubbles in capillary slug flows and in stratified conditions
2. Implementation of the method in an open source CFD code
(OpenFOAM®)
3. Evaluation of heat transfer coefficients in oscillating multiphase flows
4. A novel thermal network code, able to predict the behaviour of
Thermosyphon-like and Capillary-like two-phase systems
5. The implementation of a HyHP in microgravity conditions and
eventually in the Thermal Platform on the ISS
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The VOF code will simulate the local flow patterns and to study the microscale phenomena involved during the operation of a HyHP.

All the main physical processes within a HyHP (bubble growth due to
evaporation, bubble detachment, bubble condensation, coalescence and
break-up) will be directly resolved (temporally and spatially) by the
numerical model without relying on empirical sub-models.
Further enhancements of the CFD solver will be:
1) Coupling of the two-phase fluid solver with solid heat transfer in order to
PARTIALLY
DONE
perform conjugate heat transfer
simulations
2) Adaptive computational mesh refinement in the vicinity of the interface
3) The addition of compressibility effects in order to account for the
variation of the working fluid properties with temperature
4) The addition of appropriate sub-grid scale evaporation and
condensation models
5) Better estimation of the HTC for the different cases

Which are the cases?

WP1

WP1

We need to decide which are the cases to simulate, starting from a robust validation
against experimental data. There are three main questions to answer:
1) Which is the effect of oscillations (amplitude and frequency) on the HTC? (Schlichting
experiment)
2) Which are the dynamic effects when the velocity of the liquid slugs is very fast ?
(Garimella number..)
3) Which is the effect of the liquid film thickness? (Nikolayev theory)
4) Other?
Which cases? Which liquids? We need to build a good simulation matrix
From the point of view of the simulation technique we need to answer to the question:
Which is the variation of the sim results when we take into account variable properties?
For the future: Can we try to simulate the Single Loop Pulsating Heat Pipe?

WP2

The CFD/VOF approach cannot be applied directly to the simulation of an entire
HyHP, since the requested computational costs are excessive: only single branches
or even part of them can be reasonably analysed. Therefore, a LUMPED
PARAMETER METHOD cannot be avoided to simulate the whole HyHP.
We are going to start with the code developed in Octave by Miriam Manzoni
(supported also by Carlo De Falco and his team/students)
Further improvements are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Physics of the liquid film (liquid film dynamics, wetting and dewetting)
Nucleation model and bubble growing, coalescence and collapse
Dry-out limit
Implementing a correlation for the heat transfer coefficient between a wall and a
oscillating two-phase flow.

WP3

We have the SpacePHP with the sapphire insert
to test in November 2017 on the Parabolic Flight
We still need to validate this idea, especially in
terms of requested power, size and location of the
evaporator heating.
We need to work in direction of other fluids and
materials. For example Titanium and water. We
need to check the possibility to bond the glass
plate to the metallic plate, and so on.

Also in this case, we need to define a detailed plan for the next two years of experiments, in
order to answer to all the issues linked to the Experimental Scientific Requirement (ESR) for the
ISS experiment.
Furthermore, it is very important to have experiments to compare with the numerical simulations,
especially regarding the measure of the HTC for a single bubble oscillation.

INDUSTRAL COOPERATION

• Two research fellows/officers are 0.8fte. This implies that we can
leverage their work with industrial contracts for 0.2fte.

• One research officer is for one year. There is a potential to offer a later
position for a knowledge transfer activity.
• Since HyHP intends to improve the TRL of the Pulsating Heat Pipe, it
could be very important to have the chance to implement the PHP on a
real breadboard
• We are keen of building up partnerships:
 INNOVATE UK
 EngD
 KTP
 Patents

We are looking to support the
design of novel two-phase
systems for your ground and
space application

3 JP per years
3 Conference papers per year
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March 2018 – March 2019 – October 2019
February 2020 – ISS?

September 2017 – May 2019
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